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ANDRE BETEILLE

Closed and open social stra

It is generally held that traditional Indian

on the regime of caste and was to that exten
system. Much of the contemporary discussion
including the analysis of social change, uses
the basic frame of reference (i). I shall try t
is inadequate and that, in order to gain a realistic picture of
what is happening in India today, other factors such as class
and power have to be considered as independent variables.
It is true that there is increasing recognition of the fact that
even the traditional order was not absolutely rigid but possessed
its own sources of flexibility. Srinivas (2) in particular has drawn
attention to two such factors operative in the past, viz., the fluidity
of the political system and the availability of marginal land. Both
these factors enabled individual castes to move up and down within

the system of castes. This kind of movement, however, where a

caste is the unit of mobility, is very different from that which is

becoming increasingly common in modern India. The latter allows

greater scope to the individual as the unit of mobility and tends to

relegate caste to a less important position.
The two principal sources of flexibility indicated by Srinivas
both became greatly reduced in scope with the establishment of
British rule. The imposition of pax britannica put a restraint
on political fluidity and the rapid rise in population since the end

of the nineteenth century made marginal land increasingly scarce.

In spite of this, the social order became increasingly flexible.
We have to explain how this happened.

(i) The most forthright expression
of this point of view is to be found in
L. Dumont and D. F. Pocock (eds.), Contri
butions to Indian Sociology, particu

M. N. Srinivas (ed.), India's Villages
(Bombay i960).
(2) In an unpublished paper "Mobili

ty in the Caste System" ; see also his

larly in no. i (1957) ; see also M. Marriott
Social Change in Modern India (Berkeley

^ed.), Village India (Chicago 1955), 1966).
and
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I shall take the beginning of the nineteenth century as a
of departure, roughly speaking, and argue that since that
relatively closed social systems have been changing int
which are more open and, further, that this change ha

accelerated in course of the last two decades.

A closed system is one in which different components are com
bined in the same way; in an open system these components may
be recombined in diverse ways and new ones may emerge from
within or be introduced from outside. Thus, if we take (within
the traditional order) three sets, say castes (ju j2, j3, ...), classes
(ci> c2. c3> •••) and power strata (plr p3, ps, ...), in a closed system
only such combinations are possible: j^c^px, /2c2/>2, j3c3p3, etc.;
whereas in an open system we would have, in addition, j3cxp3,
iiciP\> as weH as jxc2pïx, and j3cxp3y (where « and y represent
new components).
I shall illustrate my argument by using as an example the kind

of change that has been taking place in Sripuram, a Brahmin
village in Tanjore district in South India (3). Putting it in very
oversimplified terms, the village can be divided, first, into Brah

mins, Non-Brahmins and Adi-Dravidas (the caste structure);
second, into landowners, tenants and agricultural labourers
(the class system); and third, broadly speaking, into a three
tiered power hierarchy which is rather more amorphous thau
the first two. In the past the three sets of divisions overlapped

to a large extent, so that Brahmins were the landowners as well

as the traditional elite. Today, by contrast, there are several

Brahmins who do not own land and a small but increasing number
of Non-Brahmins who do; further, political power has shifted
largely from the Brahmins to the Non-Brahmins. This means
that class and power positions are no longer tied to caste in quite
the same way as they formerly were. In other words in Sripuram
both the system of production and the distribution of power

have to some extent become detached from the structure of caste

under which they were largely subsumed in the past (4).
I shall try in what follows to discover the range and extent of
the kind of transformation described above. In doing this I
shall consider social groups and entities of very diverse kinds.
Unfortunately I am not in a position to do this in a very systematic
(3) For a fuller description of this
village see my Caste, Class, and Power
(Berkeley 1965).

of speaking ; to take the metaphor literally
may be misleading, a point which I dis

cuss later.

(4) This is only a metaphorical way
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manner and therefore lay myself open to the char
ological inaptitude. But I may perhaps explain that I am
engaged in identifying certain principles of organization which
manifest themselves in different sectors of Indian society. I am
not trying here to study the "total social structure" (whatever
that may mean) of a region or a country; but of this more later.
The dissociation between the traditional order of caste on the

one hand and class, power and other elements of status on the
other is brought about or at least attended by the emergenc

of differentiated institutional structures of various kinds. Chief

among these are: (i) the growth of a money economy in which
economic relations are governed by market conditions as opposed
to inherited status; (ii) the emergence of a new "caste free" occupa

tional structure; (in) the expansion of a new kind of educational
system; and (iv) the development of differentiated political struc
tures such as legislatures, parties and organs of local government.
The new economic order and the new educational and political
systems are almost all based on universalistic principles of organ
ization. The mere adoption of universalistic principles of recruit
ment does not of course lead to the dissolution of particularistic
modes of grouping. It is well known how actual recruitment to
universities, professions and political parties has in the past been
highly selective in terms of religion, caste and region. One has,
nonetheless, to investigate the changes brought about in the
individual's life chances by the extension of principles of recruit
ment which either did not exist or were of limited significance
in the past.
II

I shall begin by examining how far the dissociation between
caste and class has been taking place in villages in India and then

try to analyze some of the factors behind it. Although a fair
number of intensive studies of village communities have been
made, they do not always give a clear idea of changes in the
association between caste and landownership (5). This I attribute
to the dominance in such studies of the caste frame of reference

to the relative neglect of the agrarian class structure, comprising
landowners, tenants and agricultural labourers as a system of

relations in itself.

(5) See, for instance, Marriott, op. cit. ; Srinivas (i960), op. cit.
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Most of the intensive studies seem to indicate that the association

between caste and landownership was an important and pervasive
feature of the village community a hundred or a hundred and
fifty years ago. However, a comparison of villages in different
parts of the country shows that even in the past there was consid
erable variation in the combination of caste status on the one

hand and landownership and political power on the other. Not
all dominant landowning castes occupied the highest position in
the ritual or status hierarchy. In fact dominance in this sense
could be combined with a wide variety of ritual positions: to this
extent even the traditional system was open. However, landowner
ship and political power in the village were almost invariably
combined and the two together showed a tendency to be frozen
within a caste: to this extent the system was closed.
Bailey was, I think, the first to focus attention on this important

problem. He examined in some detail the consequences of land
having come into the market in an Orissa village, and some of the
shifts indicated by him are clearly to be found in villages elsewhere.

In the traditional system of Bisipara all the land seems to have

been owned by the Warriors. The extension of the economic frontier

brought land into the market. Some of the Warriors sold
their land and this was bought by members of other castes. "The
Warriors now have only 28 per cent of the land and must be
considered the principal losers. What evidence there is indicates
that before 1885 Warriors owned all the land" (6). The relation
ship between caste and class became more complex in Bisipara
as landownership ceased to be tied to caste as it had been in the

past.
Three intensive studies have been made of Brahmin villages in

Tanjore district (7). They all indicate not only that Brahmins
are selling their land but that some of it is being bought by Non
Brahmins. This change can be viewed in two ways. From the
point of view of caste, Brahmins and Non-Brahmins are each
becoming economically less homogeneous; from the point of view
of class, landowners are now socially more differentiated than

formerly.

There are, however, other villages in which changes of this kind
are slight or insignificant. Epstein shows that in the two villages,
Dalena and Wangala, studied by her, Okkaligas own respectively
cit. ; D. Sivertsen, When Caste Barriers
(6) F. G. Bailey, Caste and the Eco
Fall (New York 1963) ; and A. Béteille
nomic Frontier (Manchester 1957), p. 49.
(1965), op. cit.
(7) E. K. Gough in Marriott, op.
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97.20 and 88.90 per cent of the land (8); but both t

have very large Okkaliga populations. Srinivas'

indicates that most of the land in Rampura is now
in the hands of the dominant Okkaliga caste altho
earlier owned by Brahmins who have since moved
Throughout rural India one encounters dominant P
combining landownership with political power in t
over Western Uttar Pradesh and the Hariyana regio
succession of villages in which all or almost all the
by Jats, Ahirs or Gujjars depending on whichever
nant. Land is similarly tied to the Marathas in Ma
the Patidars in Gujrat, the Kammas and Reddis in d

of Andhra Pradesh and a variety of Peasant castes in t

districts of Tamilnad.

A major area for future research will be the extent to which
landownership in the village tends to become scattered among the
different castes. It would also be important to isolate the factors
which hasten or impede this process. The mere fact that land
has come into the market does not mean that it will pass out of

the hands of the dominant caste. One can readily visualize a

situation where the buying and selling of land is confined wholly
or mainly to members of the dominant caste. This is in fact
what seems to have happened in the two villages studied by Epstein.
One may suggest that, other things being equal, the more mone
tized the economy, the greater the chances of dissociation between

caste on the one hand and class or landownership on the other.

There are wide regional disparities in the extent to which the village

economy is monetized. In areas where cash crops such as jute and
sugar cane are grown, people with even small holdings may save
enough to be able to buy parts of the land held by members of
the traditionally dominant caste. On the other hand, it is prob

able that the benefits derived from cash crops go mainly to

members of the dominant caste because of the initial advantages
they enjoy. All that can be said is that large scale cash transac

tions introduce a kind of flexibility into the system which is absent
(8) T. S. Epstein, Economie Develop
change in patterns of landownership
ment and Social Change in South India
there in recent years when change has
(Manchester 1962), pp. 24, 197.
been most conspicuous in the three Tan
(9) Srinivas in Marriott, op. cit ;
jore villages. The changes in Rampura
Rampura which is in some ways different
took place earlier when Brahmins sold
from both Dalena and Wangala provides
their land to the Okkaligas and moved
an even more striking confirmation of my out of the village.
point. There has been no significant
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where inheritance is virtually the only mode of ac
In other words, the continued association of landow
a single caste in a multicaste village may in some c
index of economic stagnation.
It is also probable that the extent to which land b
tered among the different castes depends in part o
of the traditionally dominant caste. Villages in wh
castes have been traditionally dominant are likely
change than those in which Brahmins, Kayasthas or
been dominant. This point may be illustrated by co
three Okkaliga villages studied in Mysore with the t
villages studied in Tanjore. In the former very litt
passed out of the hands of the dominant caste ; in t
pattern of landownership has acquired a far more d

character.

The comparison between the three Mysore villages and the three

villages in Tanjore leads to a consideration of certain factors
which are external to the traditional economy of land and grain
but which influence it in a number of ways. One major reason
why the Tanjore Brahmins ceased to be tied to the land as in
the past was that the advent of British rule brought new avenues
of economic advancement. In Sripuram Brahmins left the agra
haram (10) in large numbers and went to towns and cities in search

of education and employment. This did not lead them to abandon
their ancestral village altogether. But the need to maintain an
establishment in a town or city or to send two or three children
to school and college led several of them to sell at least part of

their land.

Brahmins in other parts of India such as Maharashtra and
Bengal have been going through a similar experience since the end
of the last century, and in these areas the experience was shared
by a few other castes with traditions of literacy such as Kayasthas
and Baidyas.
In responding to the creation of new economic opportunities

the social system of the village became "open" in yet another
sense. The traffic between the village and the outside world
increased and new networks of interpersonal relations linked
villagers to towns and cities. Villagers who acquired modern
education and took up white collar or professional occupations

learned to move between two worlds, those of the ancestral village

and the urban centre of employment. In a few cases employment
(io) A Brahmin street in a Tamil village.
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in such occupations altered the social structur
directly. In the agraharam villages of Tanjor

common to find residents employed as teachers, c
ants in a neighbouring town. White collar emplo
daily to Calcutta from villages twenty-five to th

and a similar situation prevails around Bomba

carry back to their villages new values, new tastes a

tions of status.

Ill

The modern Indian city (and particularly the large metropolis)
is characterized by occupational patterns which are very different

from those of the village and far less directly connected with
caste. I shall confine myself here to professional and salaried occu
pations and try to show the relationship between status conferred
by occupation, income and education on the one hand and caste on
the other. Before doing this I shall have to say something about
the new educational system which is so closely connected with
the typically urban "middle class" occupations and styles of life.
In countries such as Britain and the United States the education

al system has acted as a major channel of individual mobility, and
believe that it is having a similar effect in India although its role
there is constricted to a far greater extent by the scarcity of re
sources and by traditional social barriers. A Western type of edu
cational system was introduced into India in the second quarter
of the last century, but its immense potentialities for individual
mobility were not fully appreciated for another hundred years or
so. In 1857 three new universities were set up—in Bombay, Cal
cutta and Madras—but recruitment to these was at first highly

selective in terms of caste.

Edward Shils has presented a graphic picture of the intellectual
leadership of the Brahmins of whom he says, "No other country
can quite match this picture of a continuing intellectual tradition
carried so long by a single section of the population" (11). But the
picture alters, imperceptibly at first but in increasing measure
as we approach from the end of the nineteenth century to the

middle of the twentieth.

Madras University was for a long time a preserve of the Brah
(ii) E. A. Shils, The Intellectual between tuation (The Hague 1961), p.

Tradition and Modernity: The Indian Si
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mins. In Bombay and Poona also higher education w

dominated by the Brahmins and in particular th

Brahmins. In Calcutta it was a little different; fro
beginning Baidyas and Kayasthas competed with Br
almost equal terms. Later when higher education sp
north, one or two other castes such as Khatris and
the lead along with Brahmins and Kayasthas.
It is important to understand the specific connect
caste and higher education. It is not entirely true
dominated by the "highest" or the "wealthiest" castes. The
Kayasthas in the traditional system certainly ranked below the
Rajputs who lagged behind them in education. In Calcutta Subar
nabaniks and Gandhabaniks were among the wealthiest communi
ties but they did not take the lead in higher education. The
castes which dominated higher education were characterized by a
number of features: moderate wealth, high or moderately high
ritual status and a close association with literacy and education in the
traditional system.

The initial control exercised by a few castes over higher educa
tion (and the educational system in general) nowhere lasted very

long. Members of other castes began to see the advantages of
school and college education and made increasing demands for

their share of the benefits. In Peninsular India these demands

were put forward in an organized manner as part of the Non
Brahmin movement; elsewhere upper caste domination was grad
ually eroded by the extension of schools and even colleges through

the countryside. Now a little over a hundred years since their
inception, the Universities of Bombay and Madras turn out every
year an increasing number of graduates from among Non-Brahmins

of different castes.

Higher education is expanding in India and the literacy rate is
rising, though not very fast. The Peasant castes are no longer by

any means indifferent to the benefits of education. It would

hardly be an exaggeration to say that today every village wants its

own school and every district its own college. To the extent that
these demands are realized higher education will cease to be a mo

nopoly of a handful of castes representing a small section of

the population.
In 1857 there were only three universities in India; today there
are over sixty and plans are being made for new ones every year.
The number of medical, engineering and other technical colleges
has been rising steadily particularly since independence in 1947.
231
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According to Misra, there were in 1891 "nearly 8 c
to every 100,000 of the population" whereas in 19

i college student to every 1,000" (12). Between

1960-1961 the number of colleges increased from 7
of college students from 356,985 to 911,220 (13).

But even today education is very unevenly distrib
the caste system. The middle and lower castes have
to make up and this cannot be done under condit
the total output of education is not expanding very
I shall now turn to the urban middle classes. This is an amor"

phous category; very heterogeneous in any part of the world, it
is particularly so in India. Its meaning is often stretched very
far but I shall use it here to refer to what may be considered its

core, namely, people in professional, managerial and similar
occupations. The choice of the phrase middle "class" is unfor
tunate as it tends to obscure the very important distinction be
tween status and class. However, I shall not try to invent a new
term for the category but use the accepted one in the hope that
its meaning will be clear from the context in which it is used.
Since my interest in the "middle classes" here is from the point

of view of status (as opposed to class in the orthodox Marxian
sense) I group them into three hierarchical sections (or "socio
economic strata"), roughly on the basis of income, occupation and
education. The "upper" section would include people in top
managerial and executive positions, successful barristers, doctors
with a fashionable practice and so on. The "lower" section would
be composed of school teachers, clerks, shop assistants and the
like. The "middle" section occupies an intermediate position
in terms of income and social status. This is an extremely crude

classification but it will suffice for my present purpose.

The urban middle classes in India are thought to be composed
largely of members of the upper castes. Although it is difficult to

say anything firmly on this which will be valid for the country
as a whole, I shall try to hazard two general statements. Firstly,
recruitment to professional, managerial and clerical occupations
is to a large extent selective in terms of caste and follows broadly
the pattern of recruitment to colleges and universities. Secondly,
(12) B. B. Misra, The Indian Middle
Class (London 1961), pp. 302, 304.
(13) These figures, collected from Sta
tistical Abstract, India, 1951-1952 and

Statistical Abstract of the Indian Union,

1963 and 1964 (both Government of India

publications) I owe to the courtesy of

Miss M. N. Chitra.
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the base of recruitment is being widened, again refl
the same pattern as in the institutions of higher ed

In an important sense most of the new occupation
to the traditional ones are "caste free". No one will
engineers or bank clerks form a caste except in a

way. The association between an engineer or a ba

his occupation is different from that between a Barber

man and his. And yet empirically there is a high c
between certain castes and the new occupational
is so because the new occupations neither emerged e
were imposed on a social vacuum. As they were gr
duced, they tended at first to be fitted into the exi
which was based on caste. But the traditional order

rigid to be able to absorb effectively the fluid and rapid

occupational system, and now the latter in its turn

the former, dissolving some of its rigidity.
The urban middle classes, as we said earlier, do not constitute
a homogeneous category. They can be divided not only by income,

occupation and education, but also by caste. And for this reason
they provide a fertile field for a study not only of the changing
relations between caste and "class", but also of the interplay be
tween "traditional" and "modern" components of status.
I find it most convenient to view castes as status groups, and as

status groups they have in the past been characterized by an
exceptionally high degree of both diacritical and syncretic unity
(14). Status groups exist in all complex societies, but in countries

like Britain or America they tend to be much more fluid and amor

phous—overlapping categories rather than groups with clear
boundaries. It appears that among the "upper caste, urban
middle classes" in contemporary India, status groups are acquir

ing some of this fluidity although they continue to carry in varying

degree the impress of the traditional order.
"Traditional" components of status based on caste and "modern"

ones based on income, occupation and education combine in

different ways and the consequent patterns manifest themselves
differently from one context to another. I do not claim to have

worked out a typology of such patterns. I propose merely to

illustrate with two examples the transformation from closed status
(i4) S. F. Nadel, "Dual Descent in the

Nuba Hills" in A. R. Radcliffe-Brown

of Kinship and. Marriage (London 1950),
P- 337

and C. D. Forde (eds.), African Systems
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groups based on caste to more open ones which accommo

components as well.
Both my examples are chosen from among the West
tors of urban Indian society. But in order to bring
interesting contrasts I have selected one from Madr

known still to be a stronghold of caste and the other fr

where caste has been displaced to a very consider

particularly among the upper strata.
In Tamilnad the Brahmins have even today a clearer
cultural identity than elsewhere in India. In the pas
differentiated from the Non-Brahmins by dress, sp
ritual and other attributes, and Western education m

have added another component of differentiation

consciousness of the Tamil Brahmin has been kept a
anti-Brahmin movement. Even in large cities they t
concentrated in particular residential areas such as M
Triplicane in Madras.
The Tamil Brahmins are divided into certain major
which are themselves further subdivided. I shall tak
major sections, Smartha and Shri Vaishnava, and als
some of their subdivisions. Formerly not only the m

but also their subdivisions were separated by clearly def

aries. Thus, the four main subdivisions of Smartha—Vadama,
Brihacharanam, Ashtasahasram and Vattiman—were in the past
strictly endogamous and indeed the first two were themselves
divided into smaller endogamous units (15).
In modern times the structural distance between different sec

tions and subsections of Brahmins has been greatly reduced. This
reduction is most conspicuous among urban, Western educated,
higher income professional groups whose members have come to
find much in common in their changing styles of life and their

changing political situations. The old feuds between Smartha

and Shri Vaishnava have been largely forgotten and the different
divisions of Smartha (and the subdivisions of these) have come even
closer together.
However, Western education, urban residence and salaried em
ployment not only serve to reduce the structural distance between

different Brahmin castes but also create new divisions within each

one of them. I shall illustrate the nature and significance of this
dual change by showing how the effective unit of endogamy tends
(i5) A. Béteille, A Note on the Refe
rents of Caste, Archiv, europ. sociolV

(1964), pp. 130-134.
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to be redefined among them and in the process loses s

traditional rigidity. I choose marriage as an index because

society (and particularly in India) an important area o
vidual's social identity is defined by the group (or
within which he marries whether because of prescribe

endomagy or as a result of some less articulate process of
The same process could be illustrated by choosing commen

some other index of social association.

BRAHMIN

Smartha
Vadama
Vada
desha

Chozha

Shri
Briha
charanam

Asta
sahasram

Vattiman

Vaishnava

desha

Upper
Middle

Lower

The diagram above shows the divisions and subdivisions among
Tamil Brahmins, keeping in mind the graduation of structural dis
tance in traditional terms, and the divisions within them into
"upper", "middle" and "lower" in terms of income, occupation and
education (i.e in the sense described earlier on p. 74). Obviously
this is a highly simplified picture (which dispenses with the hierar
chical aspects of caste by taking subcastes of approximately equal
rank); but it will serve to illustrate my point. In order to simplify
my argument even further I shall assume that in a social field of
this kind, income, occupation and education have a high degree of
correspondence so that I can use "higher income group" as a kind
of shorthand for "upper socio-economic stratum".
Today a Vadadesha Vadama father in the higher income group
would generally be indifferent to the division between Vadadesha
and Chozhadesha in arranging an alliance for his daughter (and
this would on the whole be true of any income group in rural as
well as urban areas). Further, he would not be prepared to give a
college educated daughter in marriage to an uneducated and indigent
235
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fellow Vadama and would be likely to prefer a son-in-

Brihacharanam or Ashtasahasram section belongin
"socio-economic stratum". But although he may ac
charanam (or less commonly even a Shri Vaishnava)
he would generally be reluctant to accept a Non-Br
problem would not normally arise because enough b
the appropriate income group would be available wi

caste provided he were willing to define "caste" a little
than was done in the past. Putting it in formal terms,
that there is a tendency towards horizontal extensio
contraction of the social field, and this tendency could
trated by taking a corresponding group of Non-Brah

The system thus becomes flexible in two ways: fi

given context the meaning of "caste" is increasingly ex

secondly, the new vertical divisions based on incom
and education allow by their very nature a degree
mobility.

Still confining ourselves to the context of marriage, we may
ask, how far is the meaning of "caste" generally extended? On the
whole it is extended more in higher than in lower income groups;
more in urban than in rural areas; and more in the present than in
the past. However much the meaning of caste may be extended
in the context of marriage, it is rarely carried beyond a certain
point. Marriages between Brahmins and Non-Brahmins or between
Non-Brahmins and Adi-Dravidas are still exceptional and are not
likely to become very common in the near future.
There are other contexts, however, in which the cleavages of
caste between Brahmins and Non-Brahmins may be displaced by
those of income, occupation and education. Professions such as
law and medicine and the higher civil service were at one time
dominated by Brahmins but are today increasingly open to Non
Brahmins. Educated and well-to-do Non-Brahmins are now moving
into residential areas which were formerly more exclusively Brah
min. In such areas professional and neighbourhood ties may well
be more important than caste in many contexts, although caste in
the broader sense remains important for marriage. Outside the
context of marriage and particularly among the upper strata one
can see the emergence of overlapping social categories which do not
have the rigid structure characteristic of status groups in traditional

Indian society.
Even while considering the percolation of new components of

status among certain sections of people in Madras, I have been using
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caste as the major frame of reference. I now propo
further away from this frame by taking the case of
who constitue a small but influential section of Calcutt
whose very origin was based on an explicit rejection of
tem. Some people are inclined to characterize them a
this is on the whole misleading. In reality, the Brahmos
the higher sections among them—constitute a fairly
group, different in many ways from castes and sim
ways to status groups in the higher ranks of Wester
obvious analogy will be with the "Boston Brahmins";
have produced many men of letters and place a high va
ary distinction.
I discuss the Brahmos at some length not because they
sentative of Indian society (or even its higher strat
tistical sense. Rather, this small but highly influent
Bengali society provides a "test case" for illustrating

changes in Indian society which I am trying to a

kind of status groups one finds among the Brahmos
the first in which new components of status acquire
position. They also provide a useful point of departu
cussion of status groups in wider areas of Bengali so

The Brahmo Samaj started as a religious reform movem
second quarter of the last century and services are still

different branches of the Samaj. But apart from th
content, gatherings at these services bring together
people with many "secular" interests in common. It

to say that for most Brahmos a visit to the Samaj is a "

than a "religious" occasion, if such a distinction is

Brahmos outside the Samaj are not very different in th

life from other Hindus of comparable social status.
The Brahmo community was at first socially ostra

soon began to attract many of the liberal and progressi
of Bengali society. By the turn of the century the Sam

established its leadership over the social and cultur
cutta. But it never really expanded into a large o
remaining largely confined to Calcutta (and a few la
East Bengal) and composed mainly of members from
strata of society. The total membership of its thre
(whose differences I ignore as being irrelevant to th
is under ten thousand (16).
(i6) I am indebted for these figures to N. K. Bose.
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Between the end of the last century and the begi
present the Samaj drew to itself the cream of Bengali

were among its members men who had achieved t
tinction in the professions and in the arts and scien

Indian member of the I.C.S. was a Brahmo; the first In

a Nobel prize was a Brahmo and so was the first In
Sir J.C. Bose, who received some international rec

towering above all the others was the Tagore family w

contributed richly to literature, music and art.
The Brahmos took the lead in introducing into Ben

new kind of culture, a new style of life. This culture
elements from the West but it was also genuinely crea
peculiar way, very Bengali. It is vividly represented in

book Sesher Kabita (17) which enjoyed immense pop
"cultivated" people throughout Bengal. What held
together in the period between the latter part of th
and the earlier part of the present was their distin

life rather than any deep involvement in a set of relig
Earlier, religious enthusiasm had been an important so

sion. Later, and already by the nineteen, twenties
the Brahmo style of life had lost much of its exclus
The distinctive style of life of the Brahmos was
by a degree of social cohesiveness. There were close
them and they met each other frequently both within
the Samaj. Many of them even spent their vacation
the same holiday resort. In Calcutta they establish
schools, the Brahmo Boys' School and the Brahmo Girl
both of them were open to Non-Brahmo students.
The Brahmo style of life of which blossomed toward
the last century was never wholly exclusive or confine
of barriers which separated the styles of life of diffe
the traditional system. As such it percolated easily
spheres of Bengali society. The attitude of the hig
Hindu society towards the Brahmos changed marked
Initially they had been viewed as heretics and were
cized, but gradually they came to be regarded with a c
ing admiration as being "cultured" but affected. (T
precious manner of speaking Bengali was for some tim
mild ridicule.) For all this, their refinement (and their
(i7) Available in an English transla
(London 1946).
tion by K. Kripalani, Farewell, My Friend
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did not remain confined to the Brahmos but soon perm
higher strata of Calcutta society as a whole.

With the diffusion of their culture and style of life into
sections of society, the social and cultural identity of the B
became blurred. In Nadel's terms, the dilution of their diacritical
unity was accompanied by a certain weakening of syncretic unity.
But in Calcutta the Brahmo network is still an important and active
one. Brahmos often find jobs in institutions where senior positions

are occupied by other Brahmos. One of the largest research insti
tutions in Calcutta, whose founder and director was a Brahmo,
was noted for the high concentration in it of members of this
community.

One final question remains to be asked about the Brahmos.
In what way is this community related to caste ? I have said earlier

that the Samaj was from its inception opposed to the principle of
caste and it has not only tolerated but in some cases encouraged
inter-caste marriage. At the same time the overwhelming majority
of Brahmos are of the three top castes in Bengal, Brahmin, Baidya

and Kayastha. But this representation has little if anything to do
with the orthodox ideology of caste and has been brought about

by the same impersonal forces which enabled these castes to
dominate the university and the professions, and partly as a

consequence of this domination.

Although a consciousness of community still survives among the
Brahmos, it is being diluted through the pervasion into different
areas of Bengali society of the style of life which was once dis
tinctively theirs. They are certainly less closed as a status group
than they were in the past. Today the "social circle" of an edu
cated and well-to-do Brahmo is likely to include more Non-Brah
mos than before. Such Non-Brahmos would also be drawn mainly
from among the three upper castes although members of other
castes are finding increasing access to these circles where income,
occupation, education and cultivated manners seem more important
than caste. Generally speaking, Brahmos intermarry with each
other irrespective of caste and, increasingly, with Non-Brahmos,
the relevant considerations being again, income, occupation, edu
cation and "family background" in more or less the traditional Brit

ish or New England meaning of the phrase. Hence, although
caste remains as an existential fact in the composition of such

social circles, the ideology on which it was based (and of which the

ritual attitude towards purity and pollution formed an integral
part) is being rapidly eroded.
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I started this section by speaking of status group

ended with a description of social circles or, better, so
in my view sums up the kind of transformation I hav
to depict: the change from closed and bounded units t
circles whose boundaries are never so rigid as to exc

effectively. But I must repeat that I have been deal
higher strata of urban society where this kind of
which the educational system seems to be the prim

much more conspicuous than in the lower sections and

in the villages. There the transformation is activa

what different combination of factors among which p

tutions play a particularly important part.

IV

It was indicated earlier that the imposition of pax britannica re
stricted the fluidity of the traditional political system. Throughout
the nineteenth century and during the first twenty years of the
present, political power in the major centres was largely inaccessible
to Indians, and in the villages there seems to have been little change

in the distribution of power. The adoption of dyarchy and the
emergence of the Congress as a mass movement in the early "twen
ties" reintroduced politics as a source of flexibility in Indian society.

But the really important changes came only after independence
with the adoption, first, of adult franchise and, about a decade
later, of Panchayati Raj. Today politics is among the most impor
tant avenues of individual mobility and it has already begun to
dissolve some of the rigidities of caste.
My argument is that the consolidation of the new political order

will weaken the role of caste in it, not because politics is alien to
the principles of caste (as some seem to believe) but because the
new political order is universalistic in its constitution and as such
rejects the demands of caste in principle and has in practice to
accommodate a variety of interests in addition to those of caste. I
do not wish to suggest that caste is going to disappear from Indian
politics, but only that it will have to come to terms with the new
political order and to compete increasingly with other principles
of organization and other bases of loyalty.
In the past the principal locus of power in the village or group

of villages was the dominant caste. Changes of various kinds
are taking place in the power position of the dominant caste,
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and of these it is possible to distinguish analytic
two. In the first kind power shifts from one ca

of castes) to another. In the second, power shifts fr

structure itself and comes to be located in more differentiated

political organs and institutions. The second kind of change

is obviously more radical than the first.
The shift of power from one group of castes to another can be
illustrated with reference to Sripuram, the Tanjore village discussed
earlier. There the Brahmins constituted the traditional elite.

Today the village council is dominated by Kallas and members
of other Non-Brahmin castes. The displacement of the Brahmins
as the dominant caste of Sripuram by the Non-Brahmin Kallas
exemplifies certain major shifts in the bases of power. In the
past landownership and high ritual status were the most important

bases of power; numerical strength, though of some importance,
did not play a crucial role. With the introduction of adult fran
chise and Panchayati Raj, numerical strength and organization
into parties, pressure groups and machines have acquired great

significance.

There can be no doubt that the politics of many states can be
interpreted up to a point as a politics of dominant castes. There is
Selig Harrison's well known (though somewhat overdrawn) picture
of Andhra politics in which two dominant castes, Kammas and
Reddis, are shown as the principal contenders for power. Party
antagonisms are viewed as being largely a new aspect of the tra
ditional antagonisms between two rival dominant castes. Accord
ing to Harrison, "this picture of political competition between the
two caste groups is only a modern recurrence of an historic pattern
dating back to the fourteenth century" (18). So here we cannot
view the party system as transforming basically the traditional
pattern of inter-caste relations; rather, the former appear to have
been fitted into the latter. Srinivas attributes a similar significance
to Lingayat-Okkaliga rivalry in explaining the politics of post
independence Mysore (19).
Many people have drawn attention to the part played by caste
associations in the articulation of interests but in general their polit
ical role has been greatly exaggerated. Often they exist only on
paper or engage in minor welfare activities. Even in Tamilnad im
portant politicians have won elections without so much as knowing
(i8) S. S. Harrison, Caste and the
Andhra Communists, American Political
Science Review, L (1956) 318-404.

(i9) M. N. Srinivas, Caste in Modern
India and Other Essays (Bombay 1962),
P- 32
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the names of the office bearers of their respective cast
In Bengal, where such associations proliferated greatly
ago, they are now almost wholly defunct.

Even where very powerful caste associations exist

they do not stand in a direct one-to-one relationship w

parties. Generally all the major parties draw suppor
major caste groups though in unequal degree. Thus,
Service Society has in recent years backed the Cong
munists also have Nairs among their top leaders. Ag
Izhavas have largely supported the Communist par

the last Congress Chief Minister of Kerala was not on

Izhava but for many years the President of the S
Izhava counterpart of the Nair Service Society. No

can be used exclusively for the articulation of caste in

because it has other interests to represent (e.g. labo
youth, etc.) which necessarily cut across those of c
has argued, "A stable democracy requires a situatio

the major political parties include supporters from m

of the population" (20). Political alliances are frequ
across caste groups, castes and subcastes. The increa
tration of these groups leads to their very bounda
mately blurred.

In other words the choice of political action is no
mined as strictly by caste as it probably was a fe
Consequently political roles and positions of power

increasingly open to individuals irrespective of caste.

Any account of the part played by contemporary
avenue of individual mobility will remain incomp

consideration, however brief, of the Backward Classes
An important consequence of this movement was that

induction of new social strata into the field of org
Fifty years ago party politics was the preserve of
tion of society composed of Western educated, up
ban "middle class" people (of the kind described i
Since independence positions of power and author
tiplied immensely. They have also become open to

wider sections of society although initially this openin
by a certain strengthening of particularistic loyalties
As I have written elsewhere,
[Today ] young Harijans with ambition, drive and initiative

around. They are sought by every political party : for, they are
(20) S. M. Lipset, Political Man (London 1963), p. 31.
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as vote-banks, but can also be put up as candidates for reserved seats
Zilla Parishad right up to Parliament (21).

Harijan M.L.A.s and M.P.s and politically successful Har
general have often to move away from their caste milieu
the social world of South Avenue (22) or the P.C.C. (23
although no doubt it is to their caste position that they
political take-off.
Perhaps the most outstanding feature of post-independen
has been the growth of an elaborate body of differenti
ical structures. There are village Panchayats, Panchaya
Zilla Parishads and other organs of local government; trade
peasant organizations and pressure groups of diverse kin
plicity of political parties making rapid inroads into t
areas; and of course the State Legislatures and Parliame
these organs and institutions (with the exception of a few
groups) are universalistic in their constitution and pos
power within them are in principle open to individuals irre

of caste or class.

I am not arguing that the principle is generally or effectively
carried into practice: indeed it would be naive to expect such a
thing to happen now or in the forseeable future. All I am suggesting

is that these organs and institutions constitute important loci of
power and carry a certain weight of their own. Theoretically it
is possible for the individual to rise to important positions within
them and, having risen, to offset the disadvantages of caste or class

by their control of the political apparatus. The case of Kamraj,

the chief of the ruling Congress party, is well known. He succeeded
in surmounting the disadvantages of birth in a low caste, a humble

economic origin and little formal education by joining the party

when young and working his way up to the top. Atulya Ghosh, the

West Bengal Congress boss and an important national leader, also

began his career at an early age in an obscure position in a district

party office before being able to complete studies at school.

Throughout the country there are hundreds of others whose successes

have been less spectacular but nonetheless indicative of the impor
tance of the political apparatus as an independent source of power.

The role of the political apparatus as an independent source of

(21) A. Béteille, "The Future of the

Backward Classes", Supplement to the

are the streets in New Delhi where mem

bers of Parliament have their quarters.

Indian Journal of Public Administration,
(23) Pradesh (State) Congress Com
XI (1965), 1-39.
mittee.
(22) South Avenue and North Avenue
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power has been discussed in more general terms an
effect by Ossowski. In contrasting nineteenth cen
which was dominated by a market economy with c
societies where centralized planning of one kind or

an important part, he assigns a crucial place to
apparatus. He draws attention to "situations where

authorities can overtly and effectively change the clas

(and one would add, in India, the caste structure);
the privileges that are most essential for social stat
that of a higher share in the national income, are c
decision of the political authorities" (24). These obse
primarily on the East European experience have a d
on what is happening in India today where political
altering the character of caste if not of class.

Finally one can take the point made by Worsley whi

changes in the Third World in general and Africa i

But in the emergent countries the Party, rather than being th
the economic interests of a class, is itself the opening to econom
Wealth derives from political power ; it does not create it. Other means of

acquiring wealth, prestige, and power, both for individuals and groups, are strictly
limited (25).

In India one may be disinclined to place party above class (or
caste) as a source of political or economic power ; but it is certainly
true that parties (and similar structures) often act as both important

and independent sources of power and thus provide individuals
with avenues of mobility denied to them by the class and status

systems.

V

I would like to conclude this somewhat sketchy analysis with
a brief commentary on some recent contributions to the under
standing of Indian society. Among the most stimulating of these
have been the studies of caste and village communities made by
British social anthropologists or those trained in Britain. Scholars
belonging to other disciplines tend to find in these studies an
excessive preoccupation with caste. I confess that I find myself
in sympathy with some of their criticisms. In India sociology
and social anthropology have somehow come to be identified with
(24) S. OssowsKi, Class Structure in the
Social Consciousness (London 1963), p. 184.

(25) P-M. Worsley, The Third World

(London 1964), pp. 192-193.
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studies of caste in its diverse manifestations and, valuab
such studies are, it is time to raise a few fundamental ques

to attempt to formulate a more differentiated approach
Until about a decade ago British social anthropologist
few exceptions) drew heavily on the theoretical appara

oped by Radcliffe-Brown. The king-pin of this appa

the concept of "total social structure", a phrase Radclif

never tired of repeating. Already in the mid-fifties Lévi-S
Nadel were knocking at the foundations of this concept an
think there are many British anthropologists today who w

seriously to look for the "total social structure" of a so
Nadel wrote, "[...] it seems impossible to speak of social
in the singular" (26).
The concept of total social structure has a peculiar at
and therefore continues to survive in practice, though r
principle. It equips one with a facile means of ordering
social facts. Perhaps this is why it dies hard and tends t

at one time or another under various disguises in the differ

sciences. But an approach which tries to order all socia

terms of the "total social structure" is in the end bound to

research because it is over simple and cannot account f

icant differences.

In India most social anthropologists appear to have been domi
nated in their work by the implicit idea that the caste structure

was the "total social structure" and have used it as a framework for

ordering every kind of fact. This leads to a point where relationship
as such becomes all important at the expense of differences in the
kind of relationship. After all, it would not require much ingenuity
to show that everything that has been happening in India is related

in some way to caste. But that is not the point. The point is that
they are not all related to it in the same way and that some are
related to it very remotely; so remotely that not caste but some

alternative framework would serve better to order the facts.

It must be realized that if caste is to be rejected as the total
social structure, it cannot simply be replaced by class as some seek
to do. There is the argument that caste conflicts are really distort
ed expressions of more fundamental social conflicts, in short, class

conflicts. Such arguments reintroduce the concept of total social
structure, only this time in the guise of the "basic structure of

(26) S.F. Nadel, The Theory of Social Structure (London 1957), p. 153.
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production". They have to be rejected on the same gro

for rejecting caste as the total or basic social struct
thing exists in reality and, as an abstraction, it serv
ted purpose.
The most fruitful approach to the problem as I see it is to isolate
a number of components (or principles of organization) and to
study their interrelations in a variety of spatio-temporal fields.
I am aware that there is a certain untidiness in the manner in which

I have ranged from one field to another, a certain lack of methodo

logical rigour. If I have not presented an ordered sequence of

hypotheses with facts neatly arranged to verify or falsify them,
it is because such an exercise is not likely to be very fruitful at
this stage of our knowledge of Indian society or of human society.
Rather, this contribution has to be viewed, in the apt phraseology
of Birnbaum (27), as one among several possible "thematic attempts
to categorise" some of the inner movements of contemporary Indian
society*.
* This paper was completed while I was a Simon Fellow at the University of
Manchester. I am grateful to the authorities of the University for having award
ed me the Fellowship and to Paul Baxter and Peter Worsley for their comments
on an earlier draft of the paper.

(27) N. Birnbaum, " The Idea of In

dustrial Society", in P. Halmos (ed.), The

Development of Industrial Societies (Klee
1964).
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